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Las Vegas, NV , 04 September, 2018 -

TIBCO Partner Excellence Awards Recognize

Global Innovators

Awards Announced at TIBCO NOW in Las Vegas

, a global leader in integration, API

management, and analytics, today announced recipients of the 2018 Partner Excellence

Awards. Presented at the TIBCO NOW® conference in Las Vegas, the awards honor partners

that are strategically using TIBCO technology to provide exceptional solutions to customers.

"At TIBCO, we're committed to bolstering our strong global partner community," said Jason

Johns, vice president, global alliances, TIBCO. "The Partner Excellence Awards honor partners

for harnessing TIBCO technology in compelling ways. We're thrilled to congratulate our

partners' continuous efforts to drive innovation at the edge."

Accenture: Acceleration Partner of the Year

Accenture (NYSE: ACN) is recognized with the Partner Acceleration Award. Accenture was

instrumental in delivering innovative solutions for the market based on TIBCO's products and

technology. Solutions include data integration, analytics and business processes management

offered on-premise, in the cloud and via hybrid models. Having worked together for over 13

years, TIBCO and Accenture have jointly addressed client customer intelligence requirements

and completed client projects in multiple industries, including financial services,

telecommunications, energy, utilities, life sciences, and logistics. A key example is the use of

new technologies in the global supply chains. The award is a testament of how Accenture

engages with TIBCO to help clients create new data supply chains that generate better

insights and become intelligent enterprises.

Bahwan CyberTek: Strategic Partnership Award

Bahwan CyberTek (BCT) is recognized by TIBCO as a Strategic Partner. From the beginning, the

relationship between TIBCO and BCT has been built on mutual strengths, combining

technology leadership, domain expertise, and complementary IP to deliver transformational

value to customers. This has been further strengthened through the concept of "connected

innovation," with BCT playing the role of an innovation partner in building and delivering large-

scale, complex, mission-critical solutions, enabling transformation for Fortune 500

enterprises. The Strategic Partnership Award is a testament to the work of both teams working

side by side in creating greater opportunities for the two companies. BCT is committed to

further strengthening its partnership with TIBCO, continuing to scale together and deliver

sustained value to customers.

Behaim IT Solutions: Regional Implementation Partner Award

Behaim IT Solutions (ITS) is recognized with the Regional Implementation Partner Award, its

third TIBCO Partner Award. This speaks to the strong ties and dynamic collaboration that exist

between TIBCO's Partner, Sales, and Product teams and Behaim ITS' counterparts. Behaim ITS

continues to pursue its mission to deliver value-add TIBCO solutions that exceed expectations.

In addition to working with TIBCO, Behaim ITS provides clients business value in the energy,

telecommunications, life sciences, and manufacturing verticals. Operating out of Central

Europe and North America, Behaim ITS won a TIBCO Partner Award in 2014, 2016, and 2018.

CAPIOT: Regional Innovation Partner Award

CAPIOT Software, Inc. is recognized with the Regional Innovation Award. CAPIOT identified

significant marketplace potential in its partnership with TIBCO to help customers accelerate

their digitalization journey via TIBCO’s product portfolio, partnership program, and joint field

execution. CAPIOT is a fast-growing, global software technology company based in Palo Alto,

CA, founded by ex-TIBCO veterans who over 15 years contributed to TIBCO's growth and

success. In a short span of three years, the company has grown to 300 employees in four

countries, offering business solutions on middleware, analytics, and AI/ML platforms. TIBCO

and CAPIOT have jointly delivered several business solutions and helped customers in their

journey to 21st-century digitalization.

Cognizant: Innovation Partner of the Year

Cognizant is recognized with the Innovation Partner of the Year Award. As TIBCO's Global

Consulting Partner and the recipient of TIBCO’s Partner Excellence Awards in 2013, 2014, 2016,

and 2017, Cognizant has been a champion of digital transformation and innovation. With more

than 1,000 consultants using TIBCO products, Cognizant has compiled more than 450

customer success stories over the past five years. Cognizant currently partners with 100+

active TIBCO customers around the globe to drive digital transformation and enable digital

experiences across multiple sectors, including banking, insurance, retail, consumer goods, life

sciences, healthcare, telecom, manufacturing and logistics, travel, and hospitality.

Infosys: Global Partner of the Year

Infosys, a global leader in consulting, technology, and next-generation services, is recognized

with the Partner Excellence Award for driving customer success. Infosys’ strategic relationship

with TIBCO has been nurtured for over 17 years. Today, the company is a Global Consulting

Partner with a strong go-to-market value proposition and a global services team. Infosys forms

part of a select group of partners that implement end-to-end enterprise digital transformation

solutions developed with TIBCO’s new-age technology platforms.

Follow us  on Twitter, and on our  and  pages to hear the latest news

and updates from our team.

For more information about TIBCO, please visit .

About TIBCO

TIBCO fuels digital business by enabling better decisions and faster, smarter actions through

the TIBCO Connected Intelligence Cloud. From APIs and systems to devices and people, we

interconnect everything, capture data in real time wherever it is, and augment the intelligence

of your business through analytical insights. Thousands of customers around the globe rely on

us to build compelling experiences, energize operations, and propel innovation. Learn how

TIBCO makes digital smarter at .
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